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Abstract:
We describe a static aperture-coded, dispersive longwave
infrared (LWIR) spectrometer that uses a microbolometer array at the detector plane. The two-dimensional aperture code is based on a row-doubled
Hadamard mask with transmissive and opaque openings. The independent
column code nature of the matrix makes for a mathematically well-defined
pattern that spatially and spectrally maps the source information to the
detector plane. Post-processing techniques on the data provide spectral
estimates of the source. Comparative experimental results between a
slit and coded aperture for emission spectroscopy from a CO2 laser are
demonstrated.
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1.

Introduction

Infrared spectroscopy (IR) is popular for chemical detection because it provides the specificity
necessary for the identification of organic and organometallic molecules found in many trace
gases. It also provides complementary specificity to Raman spectroscopy without the associated low photon-efficiency. Previous studies in the longwave infrared region include absorption,
emission and reflection spectroscopy with Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) systems. Some
FTIR systems have been used to measure atmospheric pollutant gases from urban or agricultural sites. [1] Traditionally, FTIR based spectrometers are known for their high throughput
(Jacquinot) advantage [2] and multiplex (Fellgett) advantage. [3] FTIR systems, while photonefficient, typically contain movable parts that increase the cost of the system and increase data
acquisition times. Dispersive systems exist, but lack the photon-efficiency obtained with FTIR
systems. Unlike FTIR systems, dispersive spectrometers can contain no moving parts. We have
been involved in the development of various coded aperture spectrometers for applications
ranging from remote sensing [4] to biomedical applications. [5] Our systems replace the input
slit of conventional dispersive spectrometer with a static 2-D aperture pattern mathematically
well-conditioned for inversion. [6] The static 2-D aperture pattern used for the LWIR prototype
is a row-doubled Hadamard matrix that has N/2 transmissive openings, where N is the order
of the Hadamard matrix indicating the number of columns of the matrix. The aperture coded
input in our LWIR prototype provides a spatial and spectral mapping of the source distribution
at the heat sensitive detector plane. A mask-based dispersive spectrometer provides both the
Jacquinot and Fellgett advantages exhibited by the FTIR spectrometer without the time delay
or high cost associated with moving parts.
Over the last few years, the military has demanded low cost, low power, small imaging infrared camera surveillance in unattended ground sensor arrays. [7] Uncooled IR or thermal
detectors have become of great interest for applications in the longwave infrared region. They
provide a lightweight, low cost and low power solution to cooled photon detectors. In comparison to photon detectors, thermal detectors are sensitive over all wavelengths. Filters are
commonly used to limit the spectral response of the detector . Types of thermal detectors include bolometers and pyroelectric arrays. We provided a spatial and spectral mapping at the
input to the LWIR prototype for adequate spectral decomposition of the signal detected at the
bolometer in the setup.
Bolometers, first developed by Langley[8], are characterized by the large temperature dependence of their resistivity. When photons, in the form of heat, are incident on the detector material the temperature rises and the resistance changes. Change in temperature and/or resistance
is a measure of the intensity of the incident radiation. Amorphous silicon and vanadium oxide
are typically used in bolometers for their high thermal coefficients of resistance.[9] A bolometer transforms an optical signal captured at the detector plane into a temperature and electrical
change. Energy absorbed by the detector material increases the temperature of the material in
the bolometer. [10] The electrical output of the detector is proportional to the incident optical
power on the detector plane. Noise sources for bolometers, however, present challenges that
affect complete restoration of the source from the input plane. Noise sources include pattern
noise, photon noise, Johnson noise, and 1/f (flicker) noise.
Here we apply ideas from previously developed coded aperture spectrometers to LWIR emission spectroscopy. In this paper, we describe a first proof of concept system that uses a microbolometer at the focal plane. We report results obtained with an extended source from a
tunable CO2 laser incident at the input to an aperture-coded dispersive spectrometer using a
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Fig. 1. 3D-Mechanical layout for the LWIR spectrometer.(M)Mask at input. (L1-L4)Lenses
in the optical system. (A) Gold mirror. (G) Grating. (FP) Microbolometer focal plane array.

microbolometer array at the detector plane. Preliminary results from the prototype show that
with higher quality instrumentation the static, aperture coded LWIR spectrometer can potentially provide a static, low cost and robust alternative to FTIR systems.
2.

System design

We have designed and constructed a dispersive LWIR coded-aperture spectrometer with a spectral range of 9µ m to 11µ m. The experimental setup for the prototype is schematically shown
in Fig. 1. The prototype consists of a coded-aperture at the input to a spectrometer layout with
an uncooled microbolometer array at the detector plane.
Figure 2 describes the optical layout from the input source to the detector plane. The f/2
spectrometer has unity magnification from the source to the focal plane. The input aperture to
the LWIR spectrometer is based on the row-doubled Hadamard matrix – a two dimensional
array of transmissive and opaque openings explored in our previous work [6]. A shuffled version of the row-doubled Hadamard matrix is used to remove any spatial correlations within
the row-doubled mask structure. This removes any coherent noise amplifcation complicating
source recovery in multiplex systems. [11] The Hadamard matrix is electroformed as a rectangular pattern onto an 11mm nickel disc, 50µ m thick. Each feature (a transmissive or opaque
region) on the mask is 30µ m square (see Fig. 3). For our LWIR system, the mask feature size is
three times the size of a microbolometer pixel. Two dead rows, d, are added to each of the three
rows in the code mapped onto the detector plane. The dead rows compensate for vertical misalignments and blurring caused by the optical system. A dead row is the size of a single mask
element or 30µ m in the LWIR prototype. Without dead rows, any vertical alignment would
require precision down to about a fraction of the pixel size. The height and width of the mask
is 3.54mm x 1.08mm (see Fig. 3) as defined by
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Fig. 2. Optical design layout for the LWIR spectrometer.

Fig. 3. Hadamard mask N=12.

where MH is the mask height, MW is the mask width, n is the order of the row-doubled
Hadamard matrix(RHD), f is the number of pixels per mask element, p is the pixel size and
d is the number of dead rows used in the design of the mask. The row-doubled mask is 50%
transmissive resulting in a total open area of 1.1664mm2 , as defined by
MOA =

(2np f )(np f )
,
2

(3)

where MOA represents the mask open area. In comparison to the aperture-coded mask, a slit of
exact width to the pixel size on the detector plane with a height of about 3.67mm provided a
total open area of 0.1101mm2 . The total open area of the mask, while incurring about an 40%
loss from dead rows in the configuration, yields a theoretical gain by a factor of ten compared
to the open area of a slit. The theoretical throughput, however, for a row-doubled Hadamard
matrix in comparison to a slit is n/2, where n is the order of the matrix. It has been shown in
our previous work that the actual gain in throughput as the order of the RDH Hadamard matrix
increases is about n/4. [6]
For durability, the nickel disc is sandwiched between two zinc selenide windows that are
transmissive in the 9µ m-11µ m spectral range. All of the lenses (L1-L4) in Fig. 2 are 1 inch
germanium, plano-convex lenses from Janos. Light directed through lenses L1 and L2 is reflected by a 1 inch gold plated mirror onto a grating. The grating has a groove density of 60
lines/mm with a clear aperture of 25mm square The grating is blazed for a 10µ m center wavelength. Light dispersed after the grating is brought to a focus by a pair of germanium lenses
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(L3 and L4) at the detector plane. The resolution of the LWIR system is limited by both the
feature size and the spot size at the detector plane. Resolution is determined by the root-meansquare error calculation and linear dispersion, d λ /dx. The root-mean-square error calculation
is defined by the feature size (∆ f ), the pixel size (∆s) and the spot size (∆r) in
Γλ = [∆ f 2 + ∆s2 + ∆r2 ]1/2 .

(4)

The resolution of our prototype is about 81.979nm. However, the metric of interest for emission
spectroscopy is resolution in wavenumbers. For our prototype the resolution for our spectral
band of interest in wavenumbers or inverse centimeters is 8cm−1 .
Emission infrared spectra are recorded on an uncooled amorphous silicon microbolometer
array. The microbolometer array is 160×120 pixels with a 30 µ m square pitch. Based on the
mask dimensions previously mentioned, the overall mask height approximately matches that
of the focal plane (3.6mm). The microbolometer used in this prototype is a low resolution,
low fidelity instrument with a thermal sensitivity of ≤ 50mK and a spectral range of 7 µ m
to 14 µ m. A signal is measured at the detector plane as a direct measurement of temperature
from the source at the input aperture to the spectrometer. The detector’s pixels are temperature
sensitive. Temperature variations from the source result in linear resistance changes on the
detector plane. [12] The microbolometer used in this LWIR prototype is an uncooled detector
plane, making it less bulky. This, however, introduces noise not normally present in a cooled
detector. A general noise model for the bolometer assumes m noise sources contributing to error
for source recovery, where m represents a particular noise contribution at the detector plane. We
assume that the noise sources are independent and follow a gaussian distribution. The standard
deviation of the noise estimate is described by the model
!1/2

σs =

M

∑ σN2

.

(5)

N=1

Noise sources at the bolometer include photon noise, Johnson noise and 1/f or flicker noise.
Photon noise is normally Poisson distributed for weak signals. This type of noise consists of
the random fluctuations in the arrival rate of photons. Photons arriving at the microbolometer
are described by energy characterized by a specific frequency and related to heat incident on
the detector plane. Photon noise can be considered for both signal and background cases. In
our case, the tunable laser is not photon starved at the detector plane. Therefore, the Poisson
distribution simplifies to a normal distribution for photon abundant cases. Johnson noise or thermal noise is characterized by the readout circuit within the microbolometer. With an increase
in temperature, random motion of electrons within the circuit increase, generating a noise voltage at the resistor leads. [13] Flicker noise (1/f) is also generated by the internal circuit of the
microbolometer. Electrical conductance within circuits fluctuate due to imperfections within
the material used to manufacture a resistor. These fluctuations have a noise power spectrum
associated with them that decrease with frequency, as the name suggests. [10] In summary, the
noise can be quantified for the photon noise contribution and complete noise estimate using
1/2
σ p = σt2 + σb2
1/2
σc = σ 2j + σ 2f
1/2
σs = σ p2 + σc2 + σk2
.
(6)

The noise contributions defined in Eq. 6 correspond to photon noise; σ p , target noise; σt , background noise; σb , the circuit noise; σc , Johnson noise; σ j , 1/f noise; σ f and pattern noise; σk .
Noise in the uncooled microbolometer setup is primarily dominated by photon noise related to
the background noise at the detector plane and pattern noise at the detector plane.
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3.
3.1.

LWIR source reconstruction
Source profile at the detector plane

At the detector plane, the intensity detected by a dispersive spectrometer is measured by a
convolution between the source and the input aperture to the spectrometer.
I(x′ , y′ ) =

Z Z Z

H(x, x′ , y, y′ ; λ )T (x, y)S(x, y; λ )d λ dxdy

(7)

Eq. 7 includes a propagation kernel, H(x, x′ , y, y′ ; λ ), for the optical field through the spectrometer; a transmission function, T (x, y), describing the input aperture to the spectrometer and a
spectral density, S(x, y; λ ), describing the source being analyzed at position x and y. A reference frame located in the detector plane is denoted as (x′ , y′ ), while a reference frame at the
input is described by (x, y). In the study of spectroscopy systems, translation is made in the
lambda and x-axis, while the y-axis remains constant. For a dispersive spectrometer, the convolution between the input spectrum and the input aperture must take into consideration linear
dispersion,(α ), effects by the grating given a center wavelength (λ ). The propagation kernel,
as a result, takes the form of H(x, y; λ ) = δ (y-y’)δ (x-(x’+α (λ -λc ))), where δ is the dirac delta
function. Linear dispersion from a grating is described by

α=

dx
mf
=
dλ
Λ cos (θR .)

(8)

Here, m is the diffraction order of the grating, f is the output focal length to the detector, Λ is
the grating period, and θR is the angle of diffraction. After substituting the propagation kernel
into Eq. 7, assuming the source is located at x = 0 and computing the integrals over λ and the
y-direction Eq. 7 simplifies to:
I(x′ , y′ ) =

Z

T (x, y′ )S(x, y′ ;

x − x′
+ λc )dx
α

(9)

Commonly, in slit based systems, the slit width is the size of a square pixel on the detector
plane. The slit width is then the smallest resolvable feature on the detector plane. As a result,
the transmission function for the input aperture of slit-based dispersive systems can be approximated by a delta function. The intensity profile recorded on the detector plane considering the
assumptions stated for the mask is:
I(x′ , y′ ) = S(0, y; λc −
3.2.

x′
)
α

(10)

The reconstruction approach

Reconstruction of a source from a slit based dispersive instrument is quite simple. Figure 4
details the procedure followed for spectral source reconstruction. A slit of comparable width
and height to the microbolometer pitch and detector height is detected at the focal plane. Row
summation from data captured at the focal plane is summed for adequate reconstruction of the
source.
While the transmission function for a slit based system can be approximated by a delta
function, heuristically a family of functions have been explored for the transmission function, T(x,y), in coded-aperture based systems. [6] The LWIR prototype uses a row-doubled
Hadamard matrix as previously noted. Using the two dimensional Hadamard matrix provides
a better conditioned matrix for inversion. The mask is considered from an independent column
code perspective where the input mask provides linear combinations of spectral components
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a

b

c

Fig. 4. Reconstruction procedure for a slit system.(a) Microbolometer raw image of a CO2
laser emission spectrum at the focal plane. (b) Microbolometer image after binning the
rows. (c) Reconstructed emission spectrum of a CO2 laser.

that map onto known positions at the focal plane. Since the intensity profile measured is a convolution between the spectral density of the source and the row-doubled Hadamard code, adequate deconvolution techniques or inversion methods must be performed for source retrieval.
Figure 5 describes the reconstruction technique used for an aperture code inversion. For
the mask based system, a convolution between the source and the mask is detected at the focal
plane. After the image is captured at the focal plane, rows are binned to account for the 3:1 pixel
to mask ratio (see Fig. 5(b1). A nonnegative least squares (NNLS) iterative algorithm is used
to invert the binned data captured by the focal plane. [14] Data processing with the algorithm
should conserve total number of counts detected at the focal plane. The row-doubled Hadamard
matrix is first divided by the order of the mask to account for photon conservation. Then the
matrix is used as an input to the NNLS algorithm for data inversion. The NNLS algorithm
inverts the data column-by-column and provides spectral estimates of the source row-by-row as
seen in Fig. 5(c). The algorithm is a least squares optimization technique with a nonnegativity
constraint applied to the transformation matrix, E, and data vector, f , obtained at the focal
plane of the instrument. A model for the nonnegative least squares problem is defined by
Minimize kEx − f k x ≥ 0

(11)

In Eq. 11, x represents the estimate for the signal of interest. Specific details regarding the algorithm have been defined by Hanson and Lawson. [14] The spectral estimates obtained from the
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a

b (1)
b

c

d

e

Fig. 5. Reconstruction procedure for an aperture-coded system. (a) Microbolometer raw image of a CO2 laser emission spectrum. (b) Microbolometer data binned by rows. (b1)Image
of a row-doubled Hadamard matrix. (c) Spectral estimates shown after a column inversion
using the NNLS algorithm is applied to the binned data. (d) Spectral estimates are aligned
for row summation. (e) Spectral reconstruction of the CO2 source after row summation.

algorithm are then aligned by computing the correlation maximum between individual spectral
estimates and a single reference spectral estimate. A sum is then taken over the aligned spectral
estimates for adequate source recovery. After data processing, the spectrum of the source is
plotted versus a calibrated x-axis.
4.

Experimental results

Infrared emission spectra from a tunable CO2 laser are recorded at the focal plane of a dispersive
spectrometer. Results from both a slit and a mask are presented and compared.
A spatially extended, tunable CO2 laser beam illuminates the mask at the input aperture
of our prototype LWIR dispersive spectrometer. Photon flux collected through the mask and
incident on the detector plane is wavelength dependent. The photon flux, ΨK , at the mask was
calculated at the wavelength, λ , 10.35µ m to be 3.75×1016 photons/s. The photon flux was
found using
 
E
ΨK = λ Pλ
.
(12)
hc

with hc = 1.9864 × 10−19 J µ m. In Eq. 12, h is planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, E is
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equal to .004 Joules with a laser power of 120mW and a frame rate for the detector of 30Hz. The
photon irradiance at the input to the spectrometer in a given beam diameter, D, of 24.914mm is
7.695 × 1013 photons/mm2 s. The number of photons per second through the mask and incident
on the detector plane is 6.611 x 1013 photons/sec using
ΨK
MOA .
D

(13)

In Eq. 13, D is the beam diameter after propagation from the laser to the input aperture of
the spectrometer using gaussian optics and MOA is the open area on the mask. Since the uncooled microbolometer is a low fidelity focal plane, the system is detector-noise limited and not
photon-noise limited. The low fidelity focal plane, by default, makes the focal plane detectornoise limited. Only an extremely weak source of comparable intensity to pattern noise and
detector noise noticed at the detector plane would make the system photon-limited. Also, for
multiplex systems a low mask order decreases photon-noise limitations, while maximizing the
gain in using a Hadamard mask over a conventional setup with a slit. [11] For the LWIR prototype, a photon-abundant source is analyzed at the focal plane as a starting point to calibrate
the x-axis. A photon abundant source was also used to analyze the strengths and limitations of
the design. Averaging 100 images minimizes the thermal noise present at the detector plane.
First, for a calibration measurement of the x-axis, 100 laser shots at each wavelength tested are
averaged and reconstructed for both the slit and the mask. The averaged images are shown in
Fig. 6. Reconstructed multi-spectral data provided a framework for a polyfit and interpolation
procedure for wavelength calibration. A calibrated wavelength axis was created for both the slit
and the mask using the procedure above. Fig. 6 displays the multi-spectral data for both the slit
and the mask.
5.

SNR comparison

Spectral reconstructions between the slit and mask were compared. For adequate comparison
the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) between the slit and the mask were compared at various wavelengths. SNR may be defined in different ways. We have defined SNR by
SNR =

IM (λ ) − N̄
.
σN

(14)

IM is found by obtaining the maximum intensity value as a function of wavelength in the reconstructed image. To obtain the signal, the maximum intensity value is subtracted from an
average, N̄, “flat” region in the image classified as the noise floor. Noise is estimated by calculating the standard deviation, σN , of a selected noise floor region. Data points collected for the
noise region at each wavelength were collected over the same number of points for adequate
comparison. Data obtained from three wavelengths using the tunable CO2 laser were compared
based on the above metrics. Results are shown in Fig. 7. In theory, the expected SNR gain using the mask over the slit should be equal to the square root of the throughput. Recall that for a
row-doubled Hadamard mask, the throughput is measured by N/2, where N is the order of the
matrix being used. [6] Therefore, the theoretical limit for the SNR gain using an order N=12
mask yields a 2.45 gain. An experimental gain of 1.97 was measured at 9.673µ m, a gain of 1.61
was measured at 10.247µ m, 0.84 at 10.349µ m, 2.17 at 10.696µ m and 0.597 at 10.764µ m. In
comparison to the theoretical limit for gain of 2.44, data collected for the wavelengths mentioned are close in value. Some smaller SNR gain values can be attributed to the variation of
signal strength when reconfiguring the setup for the mask or slit. The tunable laser drifted at
times when tuning to a different wavelength. More importantly, a change in wavelength does
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Fig. 6. Slit (a) and Mask (b) reconstructions for calibration of the x-axis.

not correspond to a linear increase or decrease in laser power. This is illustrated when looking
at the relative peak heights for the various data points for each wavelength analyzed in Fig. 7.
Results from the aperture-coded LWIR prototype reveal an increase in SNR from a slit-based
dispersive system, thus providing a solution over slit-based spectrometers for the spectral region
of interest.
6.

Conclusion

The design and construction of a LWIR coded-aperture spectrometer have been presented.
While absorption spectroscopy measurements were not reported, the ideas summarized in this
document can be extended for measurements in the LWIR for chemical detection and analysis.
An extended source from a tunable CO2 laser illuminates the coded-aperture at the input
to the LWIR prototype as a proof of concept. It is, then, sent through the spectrometer and
detected by an uncooled microbolometer array. Comparison between a slit-based and aperturecoded spectrometer is made. While experimental results fall short of the theoretical gain, results
show that the SNR of the mask-based spectrometer is increased by a factor of two. Several
improvements can be made to the system to increase the sensitivity, allowing the detection of
weaker sources such as aerosols or chemicals. Some of these improvements include the use of
higher order masks, a more robust mechanical design and a higher fidelity microbolometer.
Typically, in the LWIR region, FTIR systems are used for chemical detection. FTIR systems
are photon-efficient, but typically contain movable parts that increase the cost of the system
and increase data acquisition times. Dispersive systems exist, but lack the photon-efficiency
obtained with FTIR systems. The implementation of an aperture-coded dispersive instrument
yields both a throughput and multiplex advantage similar to that of an FTIR system. The proof-
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Fig. 7. Spectral reconstruction of a slit (left column) and mask (right column) for SNR
comparison. Reconstructed plot are shown at wavelengths (1) 9.673 µ m, (2) 10.247 µ m
(3) 10.349 µ m, (4) 10.696 µ m and (5) 10.764 µ m.
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of-concept system outlined in this paper introduces ideas which could be extended as an alternative to FTIR systems without the need for movable parts.
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